
Quotations for Reflection 

From the Foreword (pages ix-x of the Tarcher/Penguin Edition): 

These meditations on the Major Arcana of the Tarot are Letters addressed to the Unknown 

Friend… anyone who will read all of them and who thereby acquires definite knowledge, 

through the experience of meditative reading, about Christian Hermeticism. 

The numerous citations of ancient and modern authors which you will find in these Letters 

are not due to literary considerations, nor to a display of erudition. They are evocations of 

the masters of the tradition, in order that they may be present with their impulses of 

aspiration and their light of thought in the current of meditative thought which these 

Letters on the twenty-two Major Arcana of the Tarot represent. 

The essence of the tradition is not a doctrine, but rather a community of spirits from age to 

age. 

From the Translator’s Note (page i of the Angelico Press Edition): 

[This book’s] subtitle, “A Journey into Christian Hermeticism,” expresses well the task 

implicitly undertaken in its pages: the founding of a new spiritual stream—that of Christian 

Hermeticism—entailing a fusion of the ancient Egyptian mystery stream of Hermeticism 

with Christianity. 

The author has written a text which, as an outer manifestation, can of course simply be 

“read.” But if we strive to enter into it in the manner he himself asks of his “Unknown 

Friends”—contemplating it with awakening hearts—in the course of time we may come to 

an ever-deepening “living experience” of its content. Every paragraph thus encountered 

leads further into the Christ mystery, culminating in the greatest mystery of all—the Great 

Initiation of the Master, Jesus Christ—which is woven into this text in a way like no other 

of recent memory. For here the living sap flows between the lines, revealing itself to ever-

deepening meditation only over the course of time—for it is precisely the requisite faculty 

of “analogic” inner experience that this text is meant to awaken. 

— Robert Powell 
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Quotations for Reflection 

From the Introduction to the Second German Edition (pages v-viii of the Angelico Press 

Edition): 

To appreciate the attraction—at once gentle and inexorable—of these Letters, we must first 

have spent some time in the spiritual school offered by the author through these Letters… 

training in a particular kind of seeing. To this end we are led into a certain tradition of 

seeing—actually a deeper level of seeing that in our time has grown egregiously stunted. 

What is meant here is a seeing of primal phenomena and essential similarities. Such a 

faculty of seeing cannot, must not, presume to replace either science or Christian faith. 

No, it is more true to say that this faculty forms their common root. Let it wither, and both 

science and faith commence to degenerate: science turns destructive; faith turns anemic. 

The reality of “heaven, the heavenly powers and the holy seraphim” does not make itself 

known to those who set out with Occam’s razor in hand—that is, to those who begin by 

asking “Can we not perhaps manage well enough without assuming their existence?” 

In the Orthodox Church, before the Gospel reading, the deacon calls out: “Wisdom! 

Aright!”; and likewise, before the celebration of the Liturgy: “Let us attend!” Behind these 

two calls abides the knowledge that certain dispositions of both spirit and body are 

necessary for the hearing and the making-present of the divine Logos. These are the same 

dispositions needed to save a civilization teetering on the brink of ruin. 

— Robert Spaemann 
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Quotations for Reflection 

From the Afterword (pages 659-665 of the Tarcher/Penguin Edition): 

The Church Fathers understood the myths born from pagan thought and imagination in a 

quite general way as veiled presentiments of the Logos, who became fully revealed in 

Jesus Christ (which once again Schelling undertook to show at length in his later 

philosophical work). 

Poets, painters and theologians drew enthusiastically and reverently from the teachings of 

Hermes, and from other sources of pagan wisdom, the scattered rays of divine 

illumination, bringing it to a focus in the Christian faith. Yet the other source from which 

enlightenment was gathered, the Cabbala, was, if anything, still more important. 

The mystical, magical, occult tributaries which flow into the stream of his meditations are 

much more encompassing; yet the confluence of their waters within him, full of 

movement, becomes inwardly a unity of Christian contemplation. 

[The author] immerses himself lovingly and with deep earnestness in the symbols of the 

Major Arcana of the Tarot. They inspire him; he allows himself to be borne aloft on the 

wings of his imagination, to behold the depths of the world and of the soul. Thereby a 

memory of something known or read in the past may spontaneously occur to him; and 

occasionally the various lines of thought intertwine and cross threads. The formidable 

power of his spiritual vision lies less in the detail than in the ineluctable certainty that at 

the depths of existence there is an interrelationship between all things by way of analogy. 

The author is able to enter into all the varieties of occult science with such sovereignty, 

because for him they are secondary realities, which are only able to be truly known when 

they can be referred to the absolute mystery of divine love manifest in Christ… since the 

incarnation of divine love, becoming human, is the ultimate aim of cosmic evolution, they 

[the occult sciences] comprise a round of allegories and schematic patterns announcing 

this event by way of “mirrors and enigmas”. 

— Cardinal Hans Urs von Balthasar
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